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Preface.

The subject of " A Teat of a 400 H.P. Gas

Producer" is herein prenented in five parts.

Part 1:« A brief outline of the underlying prin-

ciples of a gas producer and the reactions which

bring about the change from solid to gas/eous

fuel.

Part 2:- A description of the plant and the app-

aratus used in mgiking the teat.

Part 3:- The actual test of this particular plant

together with the data obtained, and the results.

Part 4:- A brief discussion of the various items

which enter into the cost of generating gas in a

gas producer, and the total cost of this partic-

ular gas.

Part 5:- conclusions and Bibliography.
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Part 1.

A brief outline of the uxiderlyirxg principles

of a gas producer and the reactions which bring

about the change from solid to gas^eous fuel.
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The question of fuel is such a large factor

in the maintenance of industrial prosperity that

there is an increasing demand for closer approx-

imation in daily practice to theoretical effi-

ciency.

There are three classes of fuel; coal, which

is the most plentiful; oil, which has the maximum

energy; and gas, which can be used in the most

ideal manner. Natural gas has been a boon, and at

the same time a drawback to producer gas, in so

far that the discovery of natural gas and its

application to industrial purposes has been the

means of teaching the public the many and var-

ious purposes to which the gas can be put. Agiin

in the natural gas belts this gas is so cheap

that man's gas producers cannot compete with

natures producers.

Any fuel, other than natural gas,must be first

gasified before heat will be evolved. Whether the

resulting gases are combustible, or not, depends

upon the nature of the fuel and the means of gas-

ification. The products of complete combustion of

ordinary fuels are, carbon dioxide vUOg) and water

(H2O).
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The object of direct firing is to effect

vaporization, distillation,gasification and com-

plete combustion in one chaxaber and in close

proximity to the fuel bed. Heat is required to

vaporize, distill and gasify a fuel, while heat is

given up during the combustion of the gases.

The underlying principle of a gas producer is

to separate as much as possible, the gasification

and the complete combustion of the fuel, for the

high temperature resulting from the combustion

of the gas may come about in a differant local^-

ity to that of the first processes of the heat

change.

The following reasons are then apparent as to

the advantages of gas producers :-

First - More complete combustion.

Second « Easy control of the air and gas supply,

and consequently the combustion.

Third - Higner possible temperatures.

Fourth - Less heat lost up the chimney.

Fifth - No loss of fuel thru the grate.

Si„th - No irregularities of firing.

Seventh « Greater efficiency in the transfer of
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neat, due to the higher temperature.

Eighth « It concentrates and lessenG lebor in

handling coal and ash; elliminates the deleter*

ious effects of the ash upon the substance heated

and reduces the smo'^e nuisance to a minimxan.

A gas producer, as the name implies, is an ap-

paratus which generates a combustible gas by the

incomplete combustion of a solid fuel. Indust-

rially, producer gas is the combustible product

of a rather complex series of puysicai and chem-

ical changes induced in the fuel by the heat

arising from its complete combustion. Tue com-

bustion is termed incomplete not that it leaves

part of the fuel unbumt as a residue of carbon

or coKe,but as being so unbumt that, while com-

pletely gasified, the fuel only generates about

Z0% of its heat, primary combustion, in the prod-

ucer.

In all cases, carbon is the basic element of

the fuel. The heat necessary for the producer

reactions and the quantative yield of gas is

dependent upon its amount and degree of oi.ida-

tion. As the chief duty of the gas producer is
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to gasify the solid carbonaceous constituent of

the fuel, this must become the first consideration.

Carbon hae the property of combining with oxygen

in two way s , thus

:

(1)0^-0 = CO.

(2) C -f 20 = COg.

In the first combination 12 parts by weight of

carbon combine with 16 parts by weight of oxygen

to form 26 parte by weight of carbon monoxide

(C0)» During this partial oxidation of the car-

bon, 4451 B.T.U. is developed, for each pound of

carbon. The CO thus formed is capable of devel-

oping 10159 B.T.U. on the complete ozidation of

the carbon according to the equation,

(3) CO-}- = COg.

Under normal conditions of temperature, carbon

and oxygen have practically no action upon each

other, so that, to bring about combustion,heat

must be applied to one or the other, or both, of

the constituents. The cringing about of this

chemical combination by the application of heat

is more dependent upon the intensity of the heat

than the quantity, as when the combustion has been
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broxight about, in however small a degree, the heat

developed by the combustion causes the contin-

uation of t.-e combination until one or the other

of the constituents is consumed.

Since the air, which usually furnishes the

oxygen for combustion contains 3.77 volumes of

nitrogen for every volume of oxygen, it is desir-

able to get at least a part of the oxygen from

a source free from nitrogen. Steam is used to

furnish this additional o-n.ygen and at the same time

enrich the gas by the free hydrogen. Since the

breax..ing up (t>f the steam is a heat absorbing

process, its introduction into a gas producer

has the property of cooling the fuel column and

thus lessens the formation of clinKers.

Assuming at first that all the oxygen for

combustion is furnished by the air, then there

is in the gas^eous mixture,

3.77 volumes of nitrogen = 1349 cu.ft. or 65.3??^.

2.00 volumes of carbon monoxide = 715 cu.ft. pr

34.7^.

Or 5.77 volumes of the gas = 2064 cu.ft. from

24 pounds of carbon. This follows from the eq-
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uation

2G -h 02= SCO. That is, 2 volunee of carbon combine

with one voluine of o ygen to form 2 volumes of

carbon monoxide. Also 24 pounds of carbon com-

bine with 52 pounds of oxygen to form 56 poxmds

of carbon monoxide. Therefore 1 lb. u produoea

( 2064 4. 24 ) 86 cu.ft. of gas. This 56 lbs. CO

is capable of generating (1059 x 56) 243815 B.T.U.

or the gas will have a heat value of (24?8x5 *

2064/ 118.1 B.T.U. per cu.ft., and the CO con-

tains (243815 4. 715) 341 B.T.U. per cu.ft.

If 10^ of the sensible heat in the gas is

allowed too radiation, conduction and the heat-

ing of the fuel, there still remains (2/3 4451)

2967 B.T.U. per |)ovind of carbon, as sensible

heat. This heat will raise the temperature of the

gas (2967 * 86 x .019) 18i6 Deg.F. The temper-

ature, however, of the fuel bed will be much higher

than this and if some agent were introduced to

absorb a part of this heat of primary comoustlon,

the temperature will be lowered and clin_ering

wij.1 be minimized. For the purpose of absorbing

a part of the heat of primary combustion a mix-

ture of steam and air is used instead of air alone.
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As the heat transfer in the fuel colunm is so

complex as to prohibit the actuej. calculation

of the theoretical amount of steam used, it will

be assxmied that 20% of the carbon is oxidized

by the decomposition of the steam while Q0% is

oxidized by the oxygen from the air. It will be

assiimed that part of the heat lost by radiation

has gone to raise the temperature of the water to

212 Deg.F. and evaporate it. Then from the eq-

uation,

H20^C = HgtCO.

That is, 18 lbs. of water is decomposed by 12 lbs.

carbon, to form 2 lbs.hydrogen and 28 lbs. carbon

monoxide. The heat absorbed in decomposing 18 lbs.

steam at 212 Deg.F. is (52290 x 2) 104580 B.T.U.

Heat developed by the partial ©-nidation of the

carbon = .4451 x 12) 53412 B.T.U. .The netdeffi-

ciency then = (104580 - 53412) 5±168 B.T.U., or

per pound of steam the heat defjticiency is ( 51168

4. 18) 2843 B.T.U.. Tiie heat produced per povmd of

carbon burnt to CO by the oxygen of the air K

allowing for radiation, etc. ; is 2967 B.T.U..

Therefore the maximxjin amovmt of steam which may
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be decomposed per potmd of carbon burnt by the

air is v2843 4^ 2967). 96 lbs. » In practice,how-

ever, some of the carbon which is completely ox-

idii^ed in the lower part of the fuel column, to

C02» finds its way thru the upper part of the fuel

column and into the gas without being reduced

to CO, and by so doing,more heat is available to

breaic up steam and ma e up for the heat defici-

ency. Prom the equation,

SHgO-^ C = 2H2 4' C02»

we see that the decomposition of 36 lbs. of steam-

will absorb v 52290 x 4; 209160 B.T.U. ,and the heat

developed by the o- idation of the carbon by the

oxygen of the steam is (14648 x 12 175776 B.T.U,,

and the net heat absorbtion is 209160 - 175776

= 33384 B.T.U. , or per pound of steam is ( 33384

36) 928 B.T.U. Tnerefore the maximum amount of

steam which may be decomposed per pound of carbon

burnt by the air is (2967 «• 928, 3.2 lbs.

Since, in the process where no CO2 is formed,

one-third of the total carbon is oxidized by the

steam, it follows that the maximum amount of steam

which may be decomposed by the oxidation of the
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carbon with air and steam is (.96 * 1.5) .64 lbs.

steam; and whore the CO2 is formed the maiimiam

amount of steam is (1.49 * 3.2) 2.15 lbs. steam.

V In the first case the steam oxidizes two-thirds,

and in the second case one-third of its weight in

carbon )

.

The different reactions may thus be classi-

fied :-

ist. No steam used and all the carbon burnt to CO.

2nd. Steam used and ail the carbon burnt to CO.

3d. Steam used and ail the oarbon burnt fo C02»

In the second reaction the steam o->.idi ea

two-thirds, and in the third, one-third its weight

in carbon. Tablo 1 shows the queaity and quan-

tity of the gas by the various combinations of the

differfoit reactions.

It is obvious that where the gas of highest

heat value is desired, the reactions should follow

that of No. 2. As this reaction requires a furnace

temperature of about 1900 Deg.F. ,it is hardly

practicable to use it, so a comuination of reactions

No. 2, and No. 3 is used. However there is a limit

to which steam may be used, as the excessive for-
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mation of COg greatly lowers the heating value

of the gas from the lowering of the furnace tem-

perature. Table 2 snows the effect on the gas of
£

differ^t amounts of steam.

The use of the exhaust gases from gas engines

nave been used as a cooling agent,but the large

per cent of inert nitrogen prohioits its use, for

the resulting gas will have a low heat value

owing to the large per cent of nitrogen present.

The object of a gas producer is not only to

gasify solid fuel,but to wash and cool the gas

so that it may be easier transported or used dir-

ectly in an internal combustion engine. Fig.l-A

is an elevation in section of a typical install-

ation. Referring to Fig.i-A, the gas is generated

in the recep;it^cle A, which consists of either a

cast iron or sheet steel shell lined with some

re^ctory earth as firebrick. The air and steam

are les(d in to the bottom of the generator thru

a tuyere located in the center of the generator.

This tuyere delivers the moisture laden air a

few inches below the top of the ash bed, where it

has a chance to travel up thru the fuel bed \xn-
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iformly. Coal is fed into the hopper on top of

the producer, and this hopper is so constructed that

when it is open at the top to receive coal, it is

closed at the "bottom to prevent air from leaking

ilj,if it is a suction producerjor the gas lead-

ing out, if it is a pressure producer.

As the gas comes from tl\e fuel bed in the

generator it is xed to the economi_er B.This

economizer consists of two concentric steel shells

M,& M',Bo arranged that the gases pass down thru

the inner shell while the air for combustion

ascends within the annular space between the shells,

passing out at the top as shown. Steam is suppl-

ied to the air by the pipe P. Tne steam meets the

air at the throat of the venturi tube ?, where, in

passing downward and expanding, causes the air to

be drawn with it. This steam jet causes a slight

pressure in the bottom of the generator, and

shoiild be just enovigh to overcome the resistance

of the fuel column. The air enters the economizer

thru a slide shutter at D. From the economizer

the gas passes to the scrubber and in doing so,

its course is changed at T which is a short pipe.
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water sealed at S. The dust and solid particles

in the gas tend to go in the same direction as

before, and most of this solid matter is deposited

in the water seal S where it is removed. Tne

scrubber consists of a steel tan-. The space ..

is filled with co-e down thru which water from

I triCii.les. The water meets the upflow of gas

and coois it as well as removing the remaining

dust and solid matter. Tne co^e is for the pur-

pose of presenting a large wetted surface in con-

tact with the gas. The space E is filled witn

excelsior soa ed with oil. This exoeisior rem-

oves all the entrained moisture in the gas so

that when the gas leaves the scrubber it is cool,

but saturated with aqueous vapor at the temper-

ature of the gas. The soruboer water leaves at

some point at or around the bottom of the scrub-

ber, as at I*.

When steam is not furnished from some out-

side source the generator is water jao-.eted as is

the top and the steam thus formed is drawn in

with the air. With a producer of this type, in-

stead of there being a pressure in the bottom
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of the generator there is a slight suction, and

the exhauster, or engine,must draw the gas thru

the entire system. A disadvantage of this meth-

od lies in the fact that when the operator poKes

the fuel bed, air leaa-s in, not only burning the

gas,but diluting it with air which lowers its

heating ^alue.

In the case of the producer tested the pres-

sure in the top of the generator is maintained

at or near atmospheric pressure, so that the fuel

bed Could be put in order without in any way low-

ering the quality of the gas.

Requirements of a producer insta:..lation:-

A producer, to be a good one,must be reliable and

maQ.e a uniform gas under all conditions of load.

It must also be able to meet as much as possible,

the fluctuations of the load. The producer should

be suoh t at it can be quic.ay started and sim-

ple to operate, since the wages paid to operators

of gas producers do not induce^ educated and

SKiiled mechanics to enter this field.

A gas producer should be able to hold fire

for at least seventy hours, as from Saturday at

noon to Monday morning at six o'clocK, without
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any attendance and without much fuel being used.

After standing for this length of time the prod-

ucer shoTJld be such that good gas can be made

twenty-five minutes after starting up.

The one prime factor in the operation of a

producer is that it must be economical of fuel.

This means that the loss thru the ash-pit must

be small, also a large per cent of the heat which

would otherwise be wasted should be returned to

the fuel bed by preheating the air op evaporating

water.

A producer shouxd be so designed that under

normal wor :ing conditions clin ers will not fonn.

Too high a rate of gassing in a producer, and an

insufficient supply of steam will cause clin ersl

since with American fuels a temperature above

J.500 Deg.F. in the generator will cause Glinii.ers.

If coal coxild be obtained in this country free

from a fusible ash, producers couid be rxm at a

higher temperature, and consequently at a higher

efficiency.
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Part 2.

A desoriptlon of the plant, and the appar-

atus used in making the test.
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juocation of the plant:- The producer gas plant

which was tested is installed at the worx».s of

Armour & Co., Union Stock Yards, and furnishes gas

in their coo-ing, soldering, and canning depart-

ments. PigB.l,2,(S: 3, show the general layout of

the plant as was installed by Flinn & Dreffein,

Engineers, whicago, 111. The piant is rated ae a

400 H.P. generating linitjthat is, the plant is

capable of supplying gas to a 400 K.P. producer

gas engine, which has a thormal efficiency of 20/^.

Operation of the plant:- A producer consists

of three essential parts; a generator, in which

the coal is gasified, the economier, which preheats

the air, and the scrubber, which cools the gas and

at the same time cleanses it.

The coal is elevated to the coal bTinkere by

the coal conveyer, as shown in Fig. 2. From the

bixn^ere the coal gravitates into the weighing

hoppers, one over each generator, where it is weigh-

ed. Prom the weighing hoppers it goes to the charg-

ing hoppers, which are so arranged that when the

hoppers are open at the top they are closed at

the bottom,preventing the escape of the gas while
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charging the noppers with coal. Fires are start-

ed in the generators by first filling the pro-

ducers with ashes bo that they just cover the

circular txiyere irons (Fig. 2). Upon this bed

of ashes a wood fire is Kindled, the supply of air

being furnished by an auxiliary pressure blower.

In starting up, the feas valve to the factory mains

is Closed and the purge pipe valve is opened to

the atmosphere. When the wood fire is sufficient-

ly under way, coal is added from the charging hop-

per until there is an incandescant bed of fuel

four to five feet deep. When it is supposed that

the gas is of sufficient quality it is tested by

ligiiting a burner, and if fovind so» the exhauster

is started, the factory gas valve opened, the purge

pipe valves closed, steam turned into the air, and

the producer is started for an indefinite run.

Steam is furnished to the generator from the

company's steam power plant at about 140 lbs.

pressure which is throttled down to suit the re-

quirements. The steam, on passing thru the venturi-

tube is expanded down to a few inches of water

pressure. This expansion of the steam creates a

suction of air thru the economizer and at the
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same time supersaturates the air with moisture.

The generators are two in number, are 15 '-0"

high above the floor, are 7 '-6" external diameter

and 6*-0" internal diameter. They are each set in

a concrete basin and rest upon four concrete pil-

lars. The bottom of the shell is about 8" from the

bottom of the basin, which allows the ashes to

be removed without disturbing the gas maw-ing pro-

cess. This concrete basin is about 12" deep and

is a.ept filled with water at all times. The gen-

erators are lined with fire briCK on the sides

and on the top, with the exception of the po^e

holes and the charging hopper. To prevent undue

heating of the hopper casting, the top is water

cooled, the overflow being allowed to gravitate

to the basin below. The gas leaves the generator

thru the 10" pipes H (Pig. 1), and enters the eco~

nomizers, leaving by the 10" pipes B. The gas, on

passing thru the economic era, preheats the air.

The economizers consist of two concentric

cylindrical shells, with a narrow air spa^e between

them. The gas passes down thru the inner shell

while the air ascends thru the annular space be-
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tween the shells, causing the economizers to op-

erate on the counter-current principle. The pre-

heated air passes thru the 8** pipe A, down thru the

steam blower, thru the pipe G (Pig. 2) and is fin-

ally distributed thru the fuel bed by the tuyere

irons T (Fig. 2).

The gas passes on its way to the scrubber

from the pipes B to the 10"main u, enters the

bottom of the scrubber, and leaves from the top

thru the 8" pipe D. The exhauster vA Roots pos-

itive blower) delivers the gas to the factory

mains E under a pressure of about 2.5 lbs. Pig.

2-A shows the general arrangement of the piping

to the auxiliary e3chaU3ter,and to the main

eahauster.

Water enters the sorubber at the top»perco-

lates thru a bed of cox».e, discharging to the sewer

at the bottom. The gas, ascending thru this bed of

coKe meets the downward fiow of water, and is there-

by cooled and cleansed. Excelsior in the top com-

partment of the sorubber removes the entrained

moisture, so that the gas is as free from moisture

as is possible to ma^e it under ordinary conditions
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and is as dry as need oe for ordinary purposes

.

Arrangenent of the apparatus for the tests-

To obtain the total water used in the plant,

a

1 1/2" Empire water meter was placed in the water

supply line and by==pas8ed so that it could be

cut out of service when not being used for test-

ing. The wfetor used by the scrubber was measured

by a 1 1/2' ({eystone water meter placed close to

the scrubber,by-passed so that it could also be

cut out of service when not in use for test pur-»

poses. These meters were thus arranged on account

of the solid matter in the water, which would soon

foux the meters and so cause them to give incorrect

resxuts. The differ^tnce between the readings of

the two meters gave the amount of water used in

the water cooled top of the generators and in the

ash-pit seal.-

Temperatures:- The temperature of the generator

and the gas leaving the generator was obtained

with a HosKins Thenao-electric couple used in con-

nection with a Weston mi^li voltmeter. The com-

bination was calibrated against a uailander Elect-

ric Resistance Pyrometer before and after the test.
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The pyrometer was inserted in one of the poKe

holes, and fire clay placed around it to prevent

the escape of gas.

Ail other temperatures measured in this test

were tao.en with mercurial thermometera,pi.a<ied in

the following positions; the temperature of the

outside air was obtained by placing a 0-2*<i0 Deg.P.

thermometer outside the building; temperature of

the room by placing a 0-220 Deg.P. thermometer

at some convenient place in the producer room;

temperature of the gas from the economizer,by

placing a 0-800 Deg.P. thennometer in the pipe

B (Fig. 2); temperature of the gas to the scrubber,

by pla-ing a 0-600 Deg.P. thermometer in the gas

main jUst where it enters the scrubber; temperature

of the gas leaving the ecrubDer,by placing a

0-220 Deg.P. thermometer in the pipe D (Pig.l);

temperature of the gas in the factroy mains, by

placing a 0-220 Deg.P. thermometer in the pipe

leading from the exhauster; temperature of the

air leaving the economizer,by placing a 0-600 Deg.

P. thermometer in the pipe A (Pig.l).

The humidity of the atmosphere was obtained
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by placing a wet and dry bulb thermometer in the

room.

Pressures s- The pressure of the gas in the

mains was obtained from a mercurial pressure

gauge,graduated to read in povinds and ounces.

The pressure of the steam was read from a Bour-

don steam gauge, calibrated and found correct.

D-tube water gauges were used to obtain all other

pressures except the barometer observations.

The power consumed by the motor running the

exhauster was measured by an integrating watt-

meter. An attempt was made to measure the gas with

a Pi tot tube placed in the pipe leading from the

exhauster, but the pulsating flow of the gas pre-

vented any readings being taken.

Analyses of the coal and ash were obtained in

the standard manner of quartering. The gas analy-

sis was made with a Morehead Burette. The heat-

ing value of the gas was obtained by burning it

in a Jun_er Gas .alorimeter.

The humidity of the gas was obtained by plac-

ing a calcium chloride tube (Pig.4-A; upon the

discharge pipe from the exhauster and a Known a-
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mount of gas thru. Rf^erring to the figure, the gas

main u was tapped and the pipe D with valve E

placed in it. A rubber tube connected the U-tube

to the pipe D. These connections were made as

short as possible. The other log of the U^tube

was connected to the water bottle B by the rub-

ber tube T. The ground glass coc«.s M,M' serve

to regulate the flow of the gas. The wafer is al-

lowed to drain from the bottle by means of the

connection E and valve P.

In operation, the bottle b is filled with wat-

er as is the tube T. After blowing the gas to the

atmosphere from D, to remove the air, the connection

at M is made, the valve P opened,M,& M'" opened so

as to allow about KJO CO. of gas per minute to

flow thru the U-tube. The amount of water which

is dispxaced (run out from the connection E) is

caiight and measured and represents the amount of

gas passed thru the U-tube. By weighing the U-^

tube before and after using it the amount of

water given up by the gas is found. If w= the

weight in grams of the moisture absorbed, then

w r 453.6 = the weight in pounds of the moisture
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absorbed.

The cubic feet of gas passed thru = .0000353 M,

where M is the CO. of water displaced by the gas.

Then the pounds of water per cubic foot of

gas = W = w v453.6 x .0000353' M = w 4- .0162 M.

Knowing from Table 58, Gebhardt's Steam Power

Plant Engineering, the weight of moisture in on©

cubic foot of the gas at the temperature of the

gas v,'hich will saturate the gas, the relative

humidity of the gas in per cent is calculated

from the ratio of the amount of moisture actually

present in the gas, to the maximum saturation at

that temperature.

General Dimensions of the Plant.

Diameter of the economizers, 3*-5".

Diameter of generators vintemal),. S'-O".

Diameter of scrubber, 6»-0".

weight of economizers, S*-?".

Height of generators, 10 '«3".

Height of scrubber, 21*-9".

H.P. of exhauster motor, 25.

Kind of coal used, Anthracite Pea.

Number of coal bunkers, 2.
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Number ofi esonoiaizers, 2.

Number of purge pipes, 2.

Number of scrubbers, 1.

Nxjmber of generadjore, 2.

Size of charging Txoor, 22' -6" x 23»-10".

Size of exhauster room, IS'-S" x 22'-6".

Size of generator room, 22'-=6'' x 40»-0''.

Source of power, The central station.

Source of the steam, .... The central station.

Source of the water supply, City mains.

Total capacity of the bunkers, 90 tons.

Type of building, Fire proof.

TJipe of exhauster, Roots Blower.
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Part 3.

The actual test of this particular plant to-

gether with the data obtained, calculations and

the resuita.
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In making thia test thora was no chance to

vary the load on the producer, aa would "br desir-*

able in a teat of this iwind. The producer had to

be used to generate gaa for factory use juat aa

was required, and under these conditions the testa

were run. To get aa great a variation as possi-

ble,and to get coaparable results, it was decided

to run tests on eight separate days so tnat by

chance there would be some variation in the load.

The enclosed data shows that there was a very

marked variation from very light load to about

five-eighths load. Only one generator was tested

at a time since the load was such that one gen-

erator could easily carry it.

The alternate method of firing was used, since

in a test of this nature there would be a great

deal of xancertainty in atarting this size pro-
s

ducer with green fires, and condition* wousjd hard-

ly bo adjusted in the time allotted to the test.

An attempt was made to meter the gaa with a

Pitot Tube,but, aa before explained, the pulaatr

ing character of the Hxhauater disturbed the

readings of the draft gauge in such a way that
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no reliable reeiilts could be ootained. Also the

sulphur in the gaa soon attaciied the material of

which the tube was made and within about sis

hours the velocity tube was clogged. The air was

not metered with a Pitot tube, because v7e found

that it would be impossible to calibrate the

instrument at the temperature which it would be

used.

With these difficulties not overcome, it was

decided to calculate the amounts of gas, air,

steam and refuse, as outlined in the succeeding

pages. The following table gives the factors used

in all of the calculations. All factors are ref-

erred to 30" mercury and 6S Deg.F.

Items Air \jOr> v^O h GH^ N

Wt./cu.ft. .0763 .1166 .0738 .005 .0424 .074x
lbs.

B.T.U./cu.ft 341. 345. i065. —

—

High.
B.T.U./cu.ft. " ^ 342 293.6 962.1

Low.
;i of C by —— 23.7 42.9 75.0
Weight.
?? of H by —— -*-^- 100. 25.0
Weight.

The cubic feet of gas generated is most ac-

curately calculated from the chemical analysis

oC the coal, ash and gas. The total carbon appear-
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ing in the gas is that fed to the generad>or in

the form of coaljlesa that lost in the ash-pit.

From the analysis of the ash the total refuse in

the ash-pit may be calculated, for, njiowing the

per cent of ash in the coal by analysis, it is at

once evident that the weight of reraae is

'^r= W(Cg^-f-UaCj,). (1)

Wliere

Wj,= the weight in pounds, of refuse in the ash-pit.

lY = the weight of coal used.

Gq^ the per cent of ash, plus half the per cent

of sulphur in the coal.

(Jr= the per cent of carbon in the refuse.

Practically all of the sulphur in this coal

occurs as iron pyrites (Fe32). Upon heating with-

out excess air, the following changes taxe place,

2 PeSg-f- G = 2 Pes -j- uSg. (2)

The carbon disulphide passes of in the gas, while

the iron sulphide remaina in the ash to form a

fusible clinker. Prom the equation it can be seen

that half the sulphur in the coal stays in the ash

while the other half passes off in the gas.

The carbon contained in the gas is found in
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the carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and methane.

The weight of carbon in poxind3,in one cubic foot

of the gas = Wg=(. 11665 x .275 x Cj^ ) -h'. 07381 x

.429 X C2)-f (.0424 x ,7t x C3). (3)

Where

Wg= the weight in poxinds of carbon in one cubic

foot of the gas.

0^= the proportion by volume of -03 in the gas.

^2= the proportion by volume of CO in the gas.

\j^- the proportion by volume of 0114in the gas.

The Constanta refer to those in the table on

page 34. The carbon appearing in combination

with the sulphur as carbon disu^pnide is for the

present, neglected. Simplifying Eq.(3),

Wg= .03jL8450jh03166 ug -f- .03x785 C3. (4)

The weight in pounds of oarbon from the coal

actually gasified is

W^= W Oq ^ W o^or - Wg. (5)

Where

Wg^= weignt of carbon actually gasified.

W = weight of coal burned.

kjq~ the percent of carbon in the coal.

Cg^= the percent of ash plus half the percent of
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sulphur in the coal.

W.J.
= the percenr of carhon in the refiaae.

V/g = the weight of carbon combined vvitii the sul-

phur.

Prom equation (2) it may be seen that carbon cim-

bines with suipnur in the proportion of 12 to 64;

that ia ,3 poxinds of caroon will combine with 16

pounds of aulpixur. Now the weight of sxiiphur

combining with the gas = W^ = W C^ 4- 2. (6;

V/here

W^ = weight of suipiiur in tne carbon disuiphide.

W = the weight of coal used.

Og= the percent of suiphur in the coal.

Tnen the weight of carbon combining with this

sulphur = Wg= (W og « 2; 3/16 = 3 Wug* 32. '7)

Substituting this value of Wg in Sq. (5),

^a"
W ^c " ^ °a*^r - ^/32.W Gg). 8)

aJiowing the weight of carbon gasified and the

weight of carbon in one cibmc foot of the gas,

the cubic feet of gas generated =

V = Wg * Wg. (9)

It is believed that such losses as dust,absorDtion

of gases by the scruober water, etc. ,may be fceg-
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lected aa refinements not in Keeping with the

other observations.

In making the caiciuationa of the air supplied

it is assumed that there is no nitrogen in the coa]

and since this assumption is made, it is evident

that all the nitrogen appearing in the gas must

enter the system as a constituent of the air used.

This air comes in thru the economizer, and with

the steam. The amotmt of air entering thru the

economizer is so large compared with that enter-

ing with the steam that it is assumed all the air

enters the system thru the economizer. The lea*^-

age is negligable sinje the gas in under pressure.

The weight of air can now be calculated from the

equation,

A = .0741X V G^ * .768. (10)

Where

A = the weight of dry air in pounds,

cyi^ the percent by volume of nitrogen in the gas,

V = the cubic feet of gas generated.

.074±1 = the weight of a cubic foot of nitrogen.

.768 = the proportion by weight of nitrogen in

the air. Simplifying Eq.(i0.,
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(11)

The cubic feet of dry air is

Ay- 13.107 X .0965 V G^. (12)

Where

115,107 ia the volume in cubic feet, of one pound

of air \inder standard oonditions.

Simplifying the above expression,

A^= 1.2643 V ^. (13)

In making the calculations for the amount of

steam used, the assumption is made that the mois-

ture is supplied to the generator in the follow-

ing ways J 1st., by the steam, 2nd., as moisture in

the coal, 3d., as aqueous vapor in the air. All the

hydrogen in the gaa is supplied to the system as

moisture (less that in the volatile combustible

in the coal). Now the amount of hydrogen supplied

by the moisture is

I^= K - K^. . ;i4,

Where

Hjjj= the hydrogen due to the moisture supplied.

H = the total hydrogen in the gas.

H^= the hydrogen due to the volatile combustible

in the coal.
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H^= W (Qy * 4,. (15/

Where

W = the weight of coal 'bumed.

Cv= the percent of volatile combustible in the

coal. ( 1/4 of the volatile combustible by weight

is hydrogen, assuming the volatile combustible to

be CH4).

The hydrogen in the gas due to the steam from the

ateajn blower may now be calcuxated from the eq-

uation,

Hg= H - WvJm * 9) - M^. (16;

Where

W.Gjjj * 9) = the weight of hydrogen supplied by

the moisture in the coai.

(J = the percent of moisture in the coa^ by weight,
m

M = the weight of moisture in the air used.

Where

Eg= the relative humidity of the air at the tem-

perature of the room.

Ay= the ciibic feet of air used.

K = the weight in poiAnds,of moisture which will

saturate one cubic foot of air at the observed
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temperature of the room.

Substituting this value of M^ in Eq.(l6),

Hg= H - W({ Gjj^ * 9) - H^AyK. (18)

The pounds of steaia used = V/g= 9 Hg. (19;

sinoe hydrogen la one-ninth by weight of water.

By means of the air tables and, knowing the

relative humidity of the gas at its temperature

in the factory mains, the weight of aqueous vapor

taken up by the gas may be calculated. If

Eg.- the relative humidity of the gas,

i^= the weight in poxinds of moisture necessary

to saturate one foot of the gas at the observed

temperature of the gas,

V = the cubic feet of gas,

H = the total weight of aqueous vapor in the gas,
o

Then M^= H V a^. v20,
o S o

With the preceding derived foraxilas and the

data taa.en during the test. Tables 3,4,5 and 6

have been calculated. To show the method of cal-

culating these tables and the application of the

preceding formulas, the numerical calculations

for run No. 7 is here given :-

Length of the test = 8 hours.
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Total coal used = 2375 lbs.

Coal used per hour = 296.9 lbs.

Moisture in the coal,Dy weight = 2»2/^.

Total moisture in the coal = 2375 x .022 = 52.2 lbs.

Volatile combustibxe in the coal by weight = 4.4^.

Total volatile combustible in the coal =

2375 2 .044 = 104.5 lbs.

Ash in the coal by weight = il*2%*

Total ash in the coal = 2375 x .1x2 = 266 lbs.

Sulpnur in the coal oy weight = 1.9/o.

Total sulphur in the coal - 2375 a .019 = 45. j. lbs.

Total sulphur in the refuse = 45.1 2 = 22.6 lbs.

Total sulphur in the gas = 45. j. * 2 = 22.6 lbs.

Fixed carbon in the coal by weight = 80.3/^

Total fixed carbon in the coal =

2375 X .303 = 1907.3 lbs.

Total refuse in the ash-pit = 2375 (.112
-f-

V.112 X .0872; , = 3j.6 lbs. Ifrom Eq.l).

Total carbon in the ash-pit = 3i6 - .266 + 22.6)

= 27 lbs.

Total carbon in the oarbon disioiphide =

v3 X 2375 X .019) * 32 = 4.2 lbs. vfrom Eq.7-.

Total carbon disulpnide = 16/3 x 4.2 = 26.8 lbs.
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Total carbon in the volatile corabuatibie =

104.5 X .75 = 78.3 Ibe.

Total hydrogen in the coal = total nydrogen in

the volatile combustible = 104.5 - 78.3 = 26.1 lbs.

Total caroon in the coal = 1907.3-^78.3 = 1985 lbs.

Area of the grate = 28.2744 sq.ft.

Uoal burned per sq.ft. of grate per hour =

296.9 4. 28.2744 =10.5 lbs.

ualculationa of the gae,st9asi and air:-

Total carbon in the gas = 1985 - 4.2 - 27 = 1954 lb£

Carbon in one cubic foot of the gas = .03i845 x

.0658 -v. 031664 x .2137-^.031785 x .017 =

.009402 lbs. vfrom Eq.4)

uubic feet of gas generated = 1954 + .009402 =

207820 vfrom Eq.9)

Weight of nitrogen in the gas = .074±1 x 207820

X .5446 = 8345.86 lbs.

Weight of air used = 8345.86 * .768 = x0867 lbs.

Volume of air used = 10867 x 13.107 = 142424 ou.ft.

Air per poimd of coal = 142424 + 2575 =59.9 iu.ft.

Total hydrogen in the gas = 207820 x .1589 x

.005 = 235.5 lbs.

Deducting the hydrogen in the coal, hydrogen due
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to moisture = 235.5 - 25.1 = 209.4 iba.

Total steam supplied = 209.4 x 9 = 1884.6 lbs.

Moisture in the air = .45 x .00221 x 142424 -

78.2 lbs.

Steam supplied = 1884.6 - (7S.2+'52.2/ = 1754.2 lbs

Steaw per hour = 1754.2 * 8 = 219. S lbs.

Gas per pound of coal = 207820 * 2375 = 87.5 lbs.

Steam per pound of coal = 1754.2 * 2375 = .739 lbs.

Moisture in the gas = .7 x 207820 x .00225 =

327.3 lb3.

The pressure and temperature differanoes

given in Tables 5 & 6 are calculated from the

observed readings of temperatures and pressures.

The corrected amount of water used in the var-

ious parts of the plant were read off from the

calibration curves of the water meters. These

meters were calibrated under the same conditions

as they were used, the amount of water being varied

from a maximum flow to the slip of the meter. The

water run thru the meters in calibrating them

was caught in tan_.s and weighed, the correspond-

ing meter readings being tal-en. Knowiiig the am-

ount of water used in the plant, the amount of
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Coal burned, and the gas generated, the water used

per unit of coal or gas is easily calculated, and

may be found in Table 6.

Heat Di3tribu*ton:« This important part of a

producer test is often the deciding point in the

acceptance or not of a producer installation.

However well a producer may man.e gas, its effici-

ency may not at all be sufficient to warrent

installing, or even running. The conditions under

which the gas is to "be used must be such that the

producer may oe as economical if not more so,

than any other method of fuel burning. The quest-

ion of Convenience and simplicity is also sin

item which bears consideration.

The producer gets its heat in two ways; first,

from the fuel, either coal, water or air supplied

to the produoenp second, heat returned to the gen-

eraibor by the air and steam. The total heat sup-

plied primarily, comes froni the first source,but

the efficiency of the producer largely depends

upon the heat returned by the second source. In

the following discussion and calculations, all

amounts of heat are figured above 62 Deg.P.,it
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being assuned that the coal fed to the generator

is at this temperature. The lower, or effective

heating value of the gas is used, because in burn-

ing the gas in the factory, the products of com-

bustion is not cooled baCJ^. to the original tem-

perature of the gas. The higher heating va±ue

of the coal is used, since, in bringing about the

change from solid to gaseous fuel, the sensible

heat of the coal is rendered latent in the gas.

Efficiencies:- The actual efficiency of the

producer may be stated as the ratio of the lat-

ent heat in the gas to the total heat supplied

by the fuel. This is also Known as the cold gas

efficiency. The commercial efficiency is the ratio

of the latent heat in the gas (plus the sensible

heat above 62 Deg.P. ) to the heat supplied to the

producer in the form of fuel plus the heat equi-

valent of the energy received by the producer

from an outside source. The grate efficiency is

the ratio of the B.T.U. of the coal burned in the

producer to the B.T.U. of the fuel supplied to

the producer. In some cases, as in this case, there

is no grate in the generator, but this efficiency
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will represent the aah-pit efficiency which is

probably a more appropriate name for it. The eff-

iciency of the economi;ier is the ratio of the

heat actually taK.en up by the ait, to the maximum

amount which could be taxen up by the air. The

efficiency of an economizer depends altogether

on its design. To obtain the highest efficiency

from an economirer, all exposed surfaces should

be well lagged, to red^oe the radiation loss. The

si'e must be such fhat there will be ample area

for the heat transfer, the velocity of the gas

and air thru the economizer must be low enough

to allow the heat transfer to ta«.e place. As the

heat transfer depends directly upon the temperature

differance,for maximum efficiency the economi or

should wora. on the counter current principle and

should have as much surface exposed to the scrub-

bing action of the gases as possible,without creat-

ing an exuessive resistance to the flow of the

gases.

The heat supplied to the producer by the coal,

is the weight of the coal in pounds times its B.T.U.

per pound. The heat supplied by the steam is the
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weight of steam used times the total heat in the

steam at the observed pressure and quality. A

steam separator is used to take all the entrained

moisture from the steam, and a throttling calor-

imeter placed on the ateam lino showed practlc-

aily dry steam. The velocity of the steam thru

the steam separator was very low, and this account-

ed for its high efficiency. The heat supplied by

the air is the weight of the air times its spec-

ifio heat times the diffierance in temperature

(above 62 Deg.F. ). The total heat supplied may

be represented by the equation,

H = H^-f-Hgi-Ha. (21)

Where

H = the total heat supplied.

H = the heat supplied by the coal.

Hg= the heat supplied by the steam.

H^= the heat supplied by tne air.

HqS W h. (22)

Where

W = the weight bt coal used in pounds,

n = the heat value of one pound of coal.

Ha= W_( zr+ qj (23)
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Where

X the quality of the steam.

r = the latent heat of evaporation, in B.T.U. of

the steam at the observed pressure.

q = the heat of the liquid, in B.T.U. of the steam

at the observed pressure.

Wg= the weight of steam used in pounds.

«a- \Sa(tj.- 62). (24)

Where

Wg^= the weight of air in pounds.

S = the specific heat of the air - .238.
a

tj,= the temperature of the room, in Deg.P.

Substituting these values in Eq.v2x),

H = ^Vh-V-Wgvxr + q)-/-Wg^S^(tj.« 62). (25)

The latent heat in the gas is expressed by the

equation.

Where

H = the total heat in the gas.
g

V = the volume in cubic feet of gas generated.

h = the effective heat value of one cubic foot
s

of the gas.

Then the actual efficiency of the producer is
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^a"" ^g^g * (Wh-^Wg;xr+q)'^WaS^(tj." 62) (27;

If Sj^ is the sensible heat in the gas above 62 Deg.

P., and B the heat equivalent of energy supplied to

the pra)ducer from an outside soudce,then the com-

mercial efficiency of the producer may be expressed

by the equation,

EQ=(Vghg+Sj} (Wh^-Wg(xr^q)-f\7aSg^(tj,^62)+B) (28)

When taking the observed data the energy furnished

from an outside source was ta^en as jh.ilowatt hours.

Then B = 3412 a . (29)

Where

K = the number of kilowatt hours used.

3412 = the heat equivalent of one n.. W.Hr.

Substituting this value of B in Eq. (28),

Ec=;VghgtS^) : (Whi-Wa(xr^q)-|.WaSavtj,- 62)+-

3412 IV ). (30)

The efficiency of the grate may be expressed by

the equation,

EL= {m. - 14500UL) * Wh v31)

Where

Wh = the heat supplied by the coal.

Wg= the weight in poxands of carbon in the ash-pit.

14500 = the heat of combustion of one pound of
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carbon.

The efficiency of the economizer may be ex-

pressed by the equation,

Ee= Va^'^ - ti; * WaS^vt^- t^ ;
=

it - t^) ;to- ti) (32)

Where

t ~ temperature of the air leaving economizer.

t,= temperature of the air entering economizer.

tQ= temperature of the gas entering economizer.

Equation (32) is true since there is always more

available heat in the gas than can be tal^en up

by the aift.

The specific heat of a mixture of gases, varies

as the proportion of the gases in the mixture.

The specific heat of a mixture of gases is ob-

tained by multiplying the specific heat of each

separate gas by its proportional weight in the

mixture and adding the results. Gas generated from

a gas producer generally contains carbon dioxide,

carbon mono-ide,hydrogen,methane and nitrogen.

The specific heats due to,

G02= .2164 X .1164 G^ = .0252 C^^.

CO =.2479 X .0738 Gg = .0183 (j .
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H = 3.4046 X .0053 0^= .1702 C^

.

GH^= .593 X .0424 0^= .0251 C^.

N = .244 X .0741 05= .0181 G^.

Where ^y^^, Co, etc. refer to the percents by volume

of the constituents in the gas. The specific heats

in the previous equations refer to those at con-

stant pressure, per pound of the gas. These speci-

fic heats have been determined by experiment and

there seems to be such a differance with the dif-

ferant experimenters, that it is not thought ad-

visable to use them in tnese calciiiations.

Table 7 gives the results of the calculations

of the heat distribution. As an example of the

method of the ejaculations of this table, those

of run No. 7 is here given:-

Heat supplied by the coal = 296.9 x 12934 =

3,840,105 B.T.U.

Heat supplied by the steam = 219.3 ( 922 f 244 -

30) = 250,221 B.T.U.

Heat supplied by the air = 10,867 x .238 72 -62}

= 3,233 B.T.U.

Heat supplied as fuel = 3,840,105 + 250,2214-

3,233 = 4,093,559 B.T.U.

Heat supplied as energy = 136.25 x 3412 =
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464,885 B.T.U.

Total neat supplied, fuel plua energy -- 4,093,559+'

464,885 = 4,558,444 B.T.U.

Percent of the heat in the fuel supplied by the

coal = 3,840,10,5 4,093,559 = 93.9 /?.

Percent of heat in the fuel supplied by the steam

= 250,221 4,093,559 = 6.05 %.

Percent of heat in the fuel supplied by the air

= 5,233 * 4,093,559 = 0.05 %,

Peroent of the totSi heat supplied as energy =

464,885 * 4,558,444 = 10.2 %.

Latent heat in the gas,high value, from analysis =

25,978 X 145.8 = 3,782,592 B.T.U.

Latent heat in the gas, low vaxUe,frorii analysis,=

25,978 X 135.9 = 3,530,410 B.T.U.

Latent heat in the gas,high value, from oaiorimeter

= 25,978 X 144.8 = 3,76j.,614 B.T.U.

Latent heat in the gas, low value, from calorimeter

= 25,978 X 134.9 = 3, 507,030 B. T.U.

Heat lost as carbon in the ash-pit = 14,500 x

27 = 49,000 B.T.U.

Sensible heat in the gas at the temperature of

the fumav^e = 4,093,559 - 3,530,4i0 = 563,149 B.T.U.

Heat tajK-en up by the air in the economizer =
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(10,867 * 8) (238 x 325) = 105,040 B.T.U.

Percent of heat as fuel returned by the economizer

= 105,040 4,p93,559 = 2.62 %.

Percent of the sensible heat returned by the

economizer = 105,040 4- 563,149 = 18.6 %»

Heat tai4.en up by the water in the scrubber =

61,158 8) :80 - 38) = 321,029 B.T.U.

Heat added by the e^auster compressing the gas

= 25,978 X .0l98v92 - 50 ; = 20,393 B.T.U.

Ratio of compression neat to the energy heat ~

20,393 \~ 464,885 = 4.39

Heat xost to the water cooled top = (8000 * 8>

(138 - 38) - 100,000 B.T.U.

Radiation plus tmaccounted for losses = 563,149 -

(105,040 - 100,000 - 321,029) = 37,080 B.T.U.

Actual efficiency, E^= 3,530,410 * 4,093,559 =86.3,"%.

Comraeroial efficiency, Eq= 3,530,4x0 4,558,444 =

77.5 %.

Grate efficiency,E= ( 3, 840, 105 - 49,000) *

3,840,105 = 98.73 %,

Economizer efficiency, £5= v397 - 72) 4- vl262 - 72)

27.8 %,

Ratio off Eg^to Eq= 77.5 4. 86.3 = 89.9.
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Part 4.

A brief discussion of the various items which

enter into the cost of generating gas in a gas

producer, and the total cost of this particular

gas.
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Cost of installation and of operation:-

Regardless of what are the conuaarcial, the con-

structive principles, and the modes of action of

a gas producer, the complete problem of adjustiixg

the conditions so far as possible,of any plant

must tafce into account; (l) cost of fuel to ob-

tain the heat generation along with other accomp-

anying espenses; i2) cost of bul^ and weight of

the apparatus; (3) profitableness of the invest-

ment.

The cost of maintaining and operating a gas

producer consists of the following items:

a) Interest on the capital invested.

(b) Depreciation of the plant and buildings.

(c) Insurance and taxes.

(d) Fuel cost.

(e) Cost of cooling water,

(f; Attendance.

(g) Maintenance and repairs.

The first three items may be tenned "Fixed

Charges", and the rest "Operating charges". The

aum of the two is termed the "Total Operating

Costs". The fixed charges oover all expenses
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which remaih constant, whatever the output of the

plant may "be. The operating charges are those

which are proportional to the output of the plant,

and which stops when the plant is shut down,

va) Interest on the investments- The usual rate

of interest on capital in this country is 6 ^

per annum.

(b; Depreciation of plant and buildings:- The

wear and tear on a gas producer installation is

very slight. The generators, if reasonably well

cared for need be reiined only once in two or

three years. If not well cared for they may need

be reiined in three to five months. It is con-

sidered in gas producer practice that money will

be saved by putting in a good grade of lining

when the producer is installed,because the loss

incurred in shutting down the producer and put-

ting in a new lining is much greater than the

differance in cost between a good and a poor

grade of lining. The scrubber should be refilled

with coA.e and excelsior, probably on^e in a year.

The upKee|) of the exhauster and the motor is also

very small. Taxing it altogether, an allowance of
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1 % of the Investnent should cover the deprec-

ciation of both the producer and the building.

The flepreciation on the building should be very

sm£ai»not more than 2 to 3^ of the cost of the

building. By ma«.ing a charge of Tfo against the

total pi ant, rental may be included in this item.

(c) Insurance and taxes;- This item is very small

since the plant is fireproof throughout. The

maxiraxim charge for this item should not exceed Z%

of the total investment.

(d) Fuel costs:- This item is most generally the
o

criteritai of the economic status of a plant,but

in most cases this is not true. Generally, as in

this case,tiie fuel charge is the major part of

the expense charge to the plant* But where the

plant is of high efficiency, as is the casoa \7ith

most producer plants, the incidental expenses

detennine pretty much, whether or not the plant

is a paying investment.

The fuel cost varies with the quality of the

fuel and the character of the load. If the plant

is operating intermittantly the fuel cost will

be higher than if operating on the tvventy four
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hour basis. The coal used in these tests cost

|;5«50 per ton delivered on the aide track, or

t5»55 per ton unloaded. This coal is an ordinary

quality of pea anthracite,usually quite dry. The

steam is received from the central station and the

cost of producing it is about .4 cts. per boiler

H.P, hour, or .0116 cts. per pound ^tsjs^houp.

(e) Coat ot water for cooling J « Many estimates

of the total operating costs totally neglect the

coata of water for cooling, but this may in some

cases amount to quite an item. At this plant a

pumping charge of 7 cts. per 1000 gallons is

assiuned, that it may be even less than this.

(f ) Attendance J- This item depends upon the size

of the plant, the nature of the use of the gas, and

the number of labor saving devices installed. In

the plant tested, there are three men employed for

various times. The tenders get 25.ots.per hour

one worKing eleven hours and the other thirteen

hours. The ash wheeler gets 17.5 cts.per hour,

and wor^s five hours. This is equivalent to one

man worKing 24 hours for 28.6 cts. per hour.

There seems to oe an idea among gas users that
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a gas producer installation does not require much

attention. Gas producer manufacturers should

discourage this idea among gas users because their

sales depend on the economical wording of the

plants, and a producer plant cannot go without

attention for any length of time.

(g) Maintenance and repairs:- The expenditures

for maintenance and repairs should not exceed 2%

of the total investment. This refers to the

expense of ^eeping the plant in running order

over and above the cost of attendance. It includes

coat of upKeep, replacement and precautionary

measures. This latter item includes renewal of

worKing parts, painting of perishable or exposed

materiaj.,and replaceing worn out anfl defective

material.

The cost of the gas made is most conveniently

expressed per 1PP9 cubic feet of standard gas.

The coal burned per 1000 cubic feet of gas - 1000

* 86.6 = 11.55 lbs. (from Table 3). The steam

used per 1000 cubic feet of gas = 11.55 ^ .65

=7.51 lbs. The power used to run the exhauster

per 1000 cubic feet of gas = 5.22 ...W.Hre.
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Reducing this to boiler H.P.Hrs.,the power used

per 1000 cubic feet of gas = 5.22 x .725 - 3.875

B.H.P.Hrs.. The total water used in gallons per

1000 cubic feet of gas = 79.5.

The cost of material may thus be siinuned up;

uost of coai,§ ^5.56 per ton 3.176 cts

Cost of steam, @ .4 per B.H.P.Hr

Cost of power, @ .4 cts. per B.H.P.Hr.

Cost of water, @ 7.0 cts. per 1000 gals

Total cost of material,

The cost of labor per hour is 28.6 cts. and

an average of 24,730 cu.ft. of gas are generated

per hour so that the cost for labor per 1000 cu.ft

of gas = 28.6 ^ 24.73 = 1.157 cts.

Summing up the total fixed charges;

Interest on the investment, &%•

Depreciation of tne plant and buildings, ... 7%,

Insurance and taxes, 2%.

Maintenance and repairs, 3/C.

Total charges , 18^.

The total investment, including ail piping

thru the factory ,and all the wora done on the

plant installing it is #17,533.00. Therefore
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the total fixed charges = ^17,563 x .18 = $3161.00

per year, or $3161.00 ± 8760 =36.1 cts per hour,

or 36.1 i- 24.73 = 1.419 cts. per 1000 cu.ft. of

gas.

Therefore the total cost of the gas is;

Total cost of material supplied, ........ 5.333 cts.

uost of attendance, 1.157 eta.

Fixed charges, 1.419 cts.

Total cost per 1000 cu.ft. of gas 7.909 cts.

The plant was running under about one-fourth

load as an average of the tests. If the plant was

running full ±oad,the cost of attendance and the

fiaed charges would be only one-fourth as much

per 1000 cu.ft. of gas, or the cost of the gas

\ander fuii load conditions would be 5.333 4-

V 2.576 > 4) = 5.977 eta.

The following table shows in amanner, the

distribution of the total cost of the plant;

Total charge to the plant, $17,563.00

PI inn & Dreffein's bill for producer, 5,200.00

One 5 H.P. constant speed motor, 128.00

0ne25 H.P. constant speed motor, 400.00

One 25 H.P. variaole speed motor, 610.00
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Cost of 2 Root's exhausters, §958.00

Total cost of apparatus, S7896.00

Material.

Carpenter's material, .152398.00

Machinists a gas fitters material, .... 1875.91

Mason's <5c brick layers material, 363.61

Tinsmith's A common labor, 75.85

Total cost of material, ^5223. 37

Labor.

warpenter's, S 543.83

Machinists & gas fitters, 2393.86

Mason's ^ brick layers, 1995.02

Tinsmith's «. common labor, 110.92

Total cost of labor, $ 5043.63

The preceding table shows at a gxanoe that

there are a great many things charged to the plant

that in ordinaty producer practice is not charged

to the installation. As an illustration of the

peculier charges made against the plant, the writer

saw an item on the construction sheet for $64.60

worth of Garloca. packing, for the two exhausters,

which is more packing than would be used on these

exhausters in at least ten years. There is also
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another charge of $46. 75 for suppers to the men

who worked overtime. Prom this it may be seen

that the total fix«d chargoa which .^Armour & Co.

place against their producer installation is a

very broad figure, and could be easily reduced

25 /^,and fctiil be a very reasonable figure.
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P&rt 5.'

Conclusions, and ijibliogx^hy.
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Conclusions:- There are several noticabie points well

worth mentioning as regards this installation.

\1) Unifonn quality of the gas.

(2) Average high thermal efficiency.

(5) Flexihiiity of the installation.

(4) Simplicity and safety of operation.

(5) Conipactnesg of the plant.

(6) Ventilation.

{7) Rating.

\1) Uniform quality of the gas: The gas generated

from this producer never failed to bum in the

Junker calorimeter and at the test "burners in the

gas house. Even at the lightest loads the gas

"burned with an even blue flame in the calorimeter

with a pressure of from .6 to 1«2 inches of water.

In the gas house the burTiers were lander a pressure

of 2.5 pounds per 8q.in.,but the gas burned eas-

ily and quietly under both conditions. No special

burner is requii^ed for this gas, as is the case with

some kinds of fuel and oil gas. As seen from

Table 4, the lowest high heating value of the gas

was 128.8 B.T.U., ?/hile the highest high heating

value was 145.8 B.T.U.,with an average of ir^9.9
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B.T.U.. VTien the gas was running 128.8 B.T.U.,only

4.4 lbs. of coal per sq.ft. of grate per hour was

being gasified, so that this might be termed rath-

er remarKabie.

(2) Average high thermal efficiency: The lowest

thermal efficiency found during the teot was

1^*2 % when the producer was gasifying 4.4 lbs.

of coal per sq.ft. of grate per hour, and the high-

est thermal efficiency, 87.5 % was obtained when

gasifying 10.5 lbs. of coal per sq.ft. of grate

per hour. T.^e careful attention given to the

fuel column, and the pressures in the various

parts of the system cannot help but account, in

part, for the high average efficiency of 85.6 %*

It also seems that the \init is so designed that

with ordinary coal, a good average efficiency is

sure to result. For example the depth of the water

in the ash-pit seal is such that not more than

three inches of water pressure can be had at the

bottom of the fuel column, thus preventing excess-

ive pressure in the top of the generator. The

standby losses are ax so very small, since the fuel

bed is not disturbed when removing the ashes, and
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no fuel can be loat in this way.

(3) Flexibility of the installation: The one jProof

pointing to this fact is shown that at dinner

time, from 12:00 to 12:50 the roof valve was not

opened while the teota were being made. The steam

pressure was lowered .see log of tests, Parts)

and the fires lay waiting to deliver gas when

required. Tests of the gas shortly after 12:30

snowed it to be of the same quality as that made

at any other time. It was stated by one of the ten-

ders that a generator couid lie dormant for sir-

days and nights and could be started up in

twenty minutes,max^ing as good quality of gas

as the one already running. There are no steam

boiler installations, or coal fired furnaces of

any M.ind,to the writers* knowledge, which can be

brought into full action after being banned,

for the same length of time.

(4) Simplicity and safety of operation: Pract-

ically unsxi^illed labor is caring for this plant.

They are men of or-dinary intelligence, without

any theoretical training. There are but a few things

to So to get the plant started, and these are very
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simple. The plant, is so arranged that the gas

will be auc-ed out of the generator while the

ashes and cinders are being removed. The speed

of the exhauster may be varied to suit the quan-

tity of gas generated, thus saving pov/er. The steam

pressure is eaeiiy and quickly regulated to ob-

tain zero gau^e pressure in the top of the gen-

erator. In the writers* opinion this regulation

of the pressure in the top of the generator is

one of the best points in the entire installation,

for, being thus arranged, no gas can escape to make

the room uncomfortable,neither does the air enter

to burn the gas. High pressures are entirely ab-

sent from the producer, so that no danger can be

had from explosions. Various parts of the appar-

atus are water sealed,ma»^ing the plant entirely

safe.

(5) CompactnesG of the plant: The plant occupies

a floor space of 1188 sq.ft. or 2.97 sq.ft. per

rated H.P. This is just a little lesB than the

average space required for prodtxcer installations.

The arrangement of the plant is such that it may

be easily manipulated, and does not require any
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unnecessary steps for the tender. An improvement

might be made in the arrangement of ail gauges

on one hoard, with the steam regulating valve and

motor controller at the same point, so that the

tender could adjust the steam to bring all

gauges to the operating height, without leaving

his position.

(6) Ventilation: The ventilation of the producer

room is very bad at times; especially when the

wind is from the South. Windows are on the North

side of the building only, and the wind must ue

from the West or North to obtain reasonable

ventilation. There are four ventilators on the

roof»but they do not seem to remove the heat and

gases from the lower part of the room. At the

present time pians are being drawn for a mech-

anioal draft ventilating system which will no

doubt much improve the comfort of the tenders.

v7; Rating: This producer is rated at 4«K) H.P..

If a gas engine,using this gas had a thetmal

efficiency of 20 /i, the amount of heat required

per B.H.P.Hr. would be 2545 .2 = 12725 B.T.U.

which would be approximately 91 cubic feet of this
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gas. The maximum amount of gas generated per nour

on one generator was 36738 cubic feet, so that the

B.H.P. of one generator would be S6738 * 91 =f 405

B.H.P. or 806 B.H.P. for the entire plant. Carry-

ing this iOad, the producer did not seem to be

overloaded,but seemed rather to be woricirig at

its best at this rate of operation.

The Messrs. Piinn & Dreffein, consulting

engineers, who designed this plant, are graduates

of the Amour Institute Of Technology. It would

not be more than proper to give these gentlemen

the credit of having designed, installed and placed

in operation, a model producer gas plant, complete

in its details, and a plant which should be

studied even closer than has been done in this

investigation.

Respectfulj.y submitted.

^; ^?-o<_-i
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